Abstract. The present work outlines the results of the Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) utilization for solving an individual based model: Fish Schools. This type of model cannot be solved through analytical methods, thus simulation techniques are necessary. The greater problem presented by this type of model is the high computing capacity necessary for solving middle-high size problems (hundreds to thousands of individuals). PDES is presented as a useful and low cost tool for individual-oriented models simulation, since it allows a scalable and efficient solution in accordance with the problem to be simulated.
Introduction
One of the main drawbacks to the use in ecology of individual-oriented models is the necessary computing capacity for their simulation. This type of model chooses the individual as basic element of the system. The ecosystem is described by dynamic and static individuals properties. The behaviour of an individual can differ from the behaviour of other individuals of the same or other species. This type of model cannot be solved in analytical form and it is therefore necessary to use simulation techniques in obtaining the ecosystem's dynamical behaviour. For complex systems (thousands of individuals), it is necessary to use advanced simulation techniques and paralleldistributed computing systems to give an efficient response to this type of problems. PDES (parallel and distributed event simulation) is a useful tool (and indispensable in some instances) for providing response to complex problems within an acceptable time. There are two main objectives to PDES: to reduce the simulation execution time, and to increase the potential dimension of the problem to be simulated. This paper demonstrates the use of PDES in solving a type of individual-oriented model: Fish Schools. The next section is a summary of the individual-orient model characteristics. Section 3 shows the implementation of the model on a distributed simulator. Section 4 presents the experimental framework and sections 5 and 6 the conclusions and references, respectively.
Individual-oriented models
There are considerable references to individual-oriented models (loM) in the literature [3, 7, 6] . The model definition is based on recognizing each individual as an autonomous agent that acts according to a set of biological rules.
One of the most representative applications of IoM is used to describe the movement of given species (schools, flocks, herds, etc) [5, 6] . The IoM utilization allows us to determine the movement of a species group by using the movement of each member. The Fish Schools is an IoM application for the movement of fish species. [8, 6, 10] . From the observation, was discovered that fish can describe very complex figures in their movement, but that these figures are governed by three basic postulates from the point of view of the individual:
To avoid collisions Speed coupling To obtain a position in the centre of the group. These rules express both the individual's need for survival and its instinct for protection (the need to escape from predators). Each fish in the model is represented as a point in a three-dimensional space with an associated speed. And each fish changes position and speed simultaneously after a certain period At. The actions that the model describes for each fish are:
1-Each fish chooses up to X neighbour fish (X=4 seems sufficient for most schools), which will be those nearest and with direct vision. 2-Each fish reacts in accordance with the direction and distance of each neighbour. Three influence radios and three possible reactions are established. The final reaction will be the average of the reactions experimented on each neighbour. a. If the neighbour is found within the smaller radio, the fish will carry out an "opposed to address" movement -repulsion action-(to avoid collisions). b.
If the neighbour is within a second influence radio, the fish will adopt the same direction as the neighbour. c.
If the neighbour is within a third radio, the fish will move towards it.
3-
Each fish calculates its new position according to the new direction. This generates a very simple model, but one that allows very complex behaviour to be described (an implementation with applets in 2D can be found in [4] ). As a counterpart, very high computing power is necessary, since the complexity algorithm is of o(N'), where N is the number of fish (each fish attempts to find the neighbour fish by inspecting all other fish in the school).
-

4
Each fish Fi is defined by its position p , and velocity v, , and chooses its potential neighbours by watching concentric zones of incremental radio until finding X fish. To calculate the distance between two fish, the Euclidean distance is used:
The potential neighbours are chosen by using the algorithm of front priority. This -t --algorithm calculates all the angles formed by v i and pi -p j (being the collision angle between p, and p,); the X neighbours with the smallest angle are chosen. Figure  1 shows the neighbour selection of p, using the front priority algorithm. p, is the neighbour selected, since the angle v,-v,, (v,, (p,-p," is less than v,-v,, (v,, (p,-p,)). 
PDES simulation
As model of the parallel discrete event simulation (PDES), a set of logical processes (LP) managing a distributed event lists was considered. These processes interact exclusively by exchanging time-stamped messages. The PDES mechanisms can be divided in two categories: conservative and optimistic. Conservative approaches use synchronization to avoid causality errors. In these algorithms, the events are processed when it is certain that the execution order is correct. On the other hand, in optimistic algorithms, each LP processes the events as soon as they are available and this execution, in some instances, can mean causality errors. Nevertheless, the algorithm has detection mechanisms to avoid these errors and to recover the causality [11, 12, 9] .
The fish school simulator was built on the base of a PDES simulation kernel developed at the UAB (written in C++). This kernel is designed to be executed in Unix stations and PVM. The union of the simulation kernel and the model classes is accomplished through the inheritance of the kernel classes and virtual functions implementation. This simulation kernel uses an STL library for data structure management. [9, 2] . Based on the UAB kernel, two simulator versions were developed: sequential and distributed. The distributed version will be used to make performance analysis using different simulation PDES algorithms. The sequential version will allow speedup and performance analysis to be undertaken with respect to the distributed version.
Model distribution
One of the most important problems than a model of these characteristics outlines is the individual's distribution within distributed architecture computing elements. Lorek [8] outlines a distribution of a Fish School simulator for real time visualization. The distribution is accomplished by assigning a static partition of the fish group to simulate in each processor, but each processor has the information on the fish assigned in other processors.
Our solution is based on the problem division in a set of logical processes (LP), which will be executed in the different processors. For each LP, an initial partition of the problem (number of fish) is assigned and this quantity will change dynamically during the simulation. The LPs have a physical zone of the problem (cubes in fig. 2 ) to simulate (Spatially Explicit Simulation) and the fish movement will imply migrations between the LPS.
Fig. 2. Model distribution -
The present model implements two types of messages between LPs: neighbour petition within a given zone and migration. To reduce the information quantity that the LPs should share, a point-to-point petition was designed (under demand): only the neighbours of a specific zone are requested. If the LP simulated area is a cube, only the neighbours that share a cube side will be requested (see fig. 2 ).
Experimental Studies
The experimental framework was developed on a cluster of machines executing Linux SuSE 6.4 and interconnected by Fast Ethernet. The tools used for the development were: Pvm 3.4.3, Xpvm 1.1.5, Gcc 2.95 and Ddd 3.2 (Date Display Debugger). Figure 3 .a shows a distribution of 300 fish. The point and colours indicate their position and depth (with respect to the colour scale), respectively, and the arrows indicate their direction and speed. Figure 3 .b shows a path graph for 300 fish during a 100-frame simulation, and figure 3.c shows fish density in a given zone (red=high density, green=low density).
The first step in the development process was the design and development of the sequential simulator version. This version was analysed with different territory sizes (up to 800:100:100), number of individuals (100,200,400,800,1600), constant velocity and constant neighbours number (5 and 4 respectively) and constant influence radios (R,=5, R,=20, R,=30) to verify the model and to validate the simulator. As reference measure, we chose a sample of the real complexity and frame generation time (new position and speed for each individual) for colonies of 100 to 1600 fish (figure 4). This graph shows that animations in real time in the sequential simulator have a complex treatment, since with groups of 200 individuals, 1 second per frame is needed.
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Number of Fish   Fig. 4 . Seconds per frame in the sequential simulator After the sequential version, the following step was the development of distributed versions. The first objective was to build the simulator under an optimistic algorithm (Time Warp) and to solve the load balance between the LPs, in order to avoid synchronizations. The results under this simulation method are acceptable, but do not have a homogeneous behaviour for different fish colonies (as was expected). Under the Time Warp algorithm (optimistic), the model shows acceptable behaviour for small quantities of fish (<I00 individual) on large territories (800x100x100) where migration events are few and therefore the need for synchronization is minimal. With a more realistic evaluation of fish quantities (>I00 individual), the simulation model was unable to advance due to the great quantity of external events produced both by migration and neighbour request. The main problem with the Time Warp algorithm is the rollback chains [ll] . In an IoM of these characteristics, rollback chains are produced easily in the migration and neighbours petition actions. The problem is due to the fact that the fish do not have a regular movement and often come and go on the same point (see figure 3.b) . This behaviour generates a very high quantity of migra-tions on the LPs shared cube face. Such activity means that synchronization between the two LPs is very difficult.
The second step was the utilization of conservative distributed simulation algorithms to control the synchronization events. Our objective was to avoid the 'out of order' events processing to remove the synchronization events. Each LP, will have to execute the following steps (in each iteration):
1. To generate the iteration results T,,l (state + migrations).
2. To wait until all the LP,,, sharing information with LPj finish their iteration T,,i. 3. To process the external events. 4. To generate the iteration Tj,i+, The worse case is when an LP does not know with which LP shares information. In this case, a global waiting time will be necessary and therefore the global simulation time progression (GVT) will be conditioned by the speed of the slowest LP. This situation does not exist when the experiments are accomplished on homogeneous machines and similar computing charges. Figure 5 shows the time per frame for a conservative distributed simulation on 1,2,4,6,8 processors. The simulation characteristics are: territory=800: 100: 100; individual= 1 OO,2OO,4OO,8OO, 1600; speed=5; neighbour number=4; influence radio= 5:20:30. -The model scales well: as a rule, an increase in processor number facilitates a reduction in frame time to values below 1 second. -The frame generation time cannot be reduced without the limit increasing processor number. Figure 6 shows that the tendency line for 1600 fish is asymptotically to 0,15s (decreasing this time would require acting on the communications model). For visualizations in real time, approximately 4 fps for 400 fish and 4 processors are obtained.
-The model to be simulated must be analysed carefully, there are situations in which adding processors does not bring about benefits. This case is present in the current model ( fig. 4 Figure 7 shows speedup with respect to the sequential version and for different fish colonies. This figure confirms that at least 100 fish per processor are required in order to obtain acceptable speedups. A comment with respect to this profit is necessary. Parallel programs use linear speedup as maximum profit, but figure 7 show that the profit obtained is superior in given points. This singularity is explained by the model complexity calculation. The IoM Fish Schools has complexity 0(N2) [8] , since the data structure that sustains the individuals does not have the implicit location (neighbours are found searching in N fish positions). The partition generation (section 3.1) adds this information implicitly: each process must accomplish the neighbour's searches in the current partition and, eventually, in the shared cube faces. In this way, the complexity for two processes is 0 ( 2 * (~/ 2 )~) , and 2*(~/2)' is less than N2. In this sense, two comments are required:
a) The model distribution generates a considerable additional advantage that must be taken into account in the PDES speedup calculation. b) The model series was not implemented with complexity o(k*(~/k)'), because the same model proposed by Lorek & Sonnenschein was used [8] . In the Lorek model, the local territory notion does not exist. Each processor has global information of the whole territory and seeks neighbours in N fish positions, only obtaining good speedups with low and unrealistic granularity (speedup=16 with 10 fish per processor). 
Conclusions
The ecological systems simulation is a field that requires considerable computing power for realistic models, and parallelism is a very useful tool in solving this type of problem. The present study shows very good results for IoM models and efficient solutions for such problems by using PDES. The operative prototypes were built using a PDES kernel developed at the UAB and are executed on a low-cost distributed architecture based on Linux.
The IoM Fish Schools model was developed using conservative and optimistic PDES algorithms. The results are better in the first type of protocols, due to the model characteristics. The main conclusions that can be extracted are: -Model scalability is possible and acceptable. The division of the problem to be simulated into partitions (cubes) increases the speedup with respect to the existing parallel versions [8] . For a fixed size problem (number of fish) there is an optimal number of processor maximizing the speedup. Increasing the processors number should be accompanied of a problem size growing in order to keep a higher speedup.
-Performance is good with respect to large data animations, but there is a limit essentially imposed both by the communications model and the architecture. A reduction in this time would mean changing the communications model (for example using MPI) and modifying the network communications technology (Gigabit Ethernet). Future work is guided towards:
-The need to include within the study an increase in individual and processor numbers in order to verify model scalability.
-Simulation methods will have to include optimistic protocols such as the S T W [I 11
that allows improvement in results by controlling the rollback chains.
-
The TOM model must be improved, including biological characteristics to make it more realistic. This would involve, for example: speed coupling, behaviour patterns, inertial behaviours, dead angles, etc.
-The visualization of the simulation results must be improved in order to allow totally integrated animations with the simulation, by using (for example) OpenCL.
